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I. INTRODUCTION
Two of the foundational dynamical systems describing magnetized plasmas, the flow of magnetic field lines and the motion of guiding center trajectories, have long been known to be Hamiltonian [1] [2] [3] . The Hamiltonian character of these systems enables the use of powerful analytic tools: the famed KAM theorem bounds the area of stochastic regions in resonantly perturbed tokamaks, for example [4] [5] [6] . The Hamiltonian character is equally important for computationally modeling magnetized plasmas: the Liouville theorem is critical for particle-based methods, such as drift-and gyro-kinetic simulations, in which simulated particles advect volume elements of the distribution function, for instance. Outside of plasma physics, the numerical integration of Hamiltonian systems has also benefitted from powerful numerical methods known as symplectic integrators 7, 8 . Symplectic integrators possess an area-preserving property that allows them to retain the Hamiltonian character in numerical trajectories and thereby obtain excellent long term fidelity. They have proven indispensable for orbital mechanics and particle accelerators 8, 9 , for example, and are strong candidates for improved numerical methods in plasma physics [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Unfortunately, existing symplectic integrators cannot be readily applied to magnetic field line flow or guiding center trajectories. Conventional symplectic integrators are formulated in terms of canonical coordinates, that is, coordinates that may be partitioned into positions q and conjugate momenta p whose dynamics are governed by Hamilton's equations in canonical form. Magnetic field line flow and guiding center trajectories are Hamiltonian in a more general sense; the most natural coordinates admit no such partitioning, and are thus deemed non-canonical coordinates. Although one may transform these systems to canonical coordinates, at least locally 14 , the reliance on such a transformation in a numerical scheme incurs computational overhead, decreasing the advantage of using otherwise powerful symplectic integrators. The development of symplectic integrators for non-canonical Hamiltonian systems remains an outstanding challenge in numerical analysis 15 . In the meantime, magnetized plasma simulations involving the advance of guiding center trajectories resort to non-symplectic algorithms [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Recently, promising progress toward symplectic integration of guiding center trajectories has been made by applying the theory of variational integration 10, 11, 22, 23 . Instead of applying discrete-time approximations directly to the equations of motion, "variational integrators"
were constructed by discretizing time in the Lagrangian that underlies the equations of motion by way of a variational principle 24 . By introducing all truncation error into the Lagrangian, the algorithms are guaranteed to preserve some symplectic two-form 24 . Although initial results in the guiding center context exhibited the desired long-term numerical fidelity, additional testing revealed numerical instabilities that rendered them unfit for widespread use 25, 26 . The cause of the instabilities was traced 26, 27 to the fact that the variational integrators were multistep methods; the discrete equations were of higher order than the continuum equations, requiring additional initial conditions, preserving areas in a higher-dimensional phase space, and introducing unphysical "parasitic modes". Before variational integrators can be considered to be robust methods for magnetic field line flow and guiding center trajectories, these instabilities must be eliminated.
In this contribution, stable variational integrators are constructed for magnetic field line flow and guiding center trajectories through a novel approach. Specifically, emphasis is placed on retaining a property exhibited by the magnetic field line and guiding center Lagrangians known as degeneracy. These Lagrangians are degenerate in the sense that their corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are systems of first-order -rather than secondorder -ODEs. This is because these Lagrangians are examples of so-called "phase-space
Lagrangians" 2, 28 , Lagrangians whose Euler-Lagrange equations are Hamilton's equations, i.e., a system of first-order ODEs. The degeneracy of phase-space Lagrangians is only problematic when attempting to formulate variational integrators, which are conventionally assumed to be formed from non-degenerate Lagrangians 24 . The instabilities in previous variational guiding center integrators may be attributed to the fact that degeneracy was lost during the discretization procedure, resulting in a system of second-order difference equations, as would be appropriate for modeling a system of second-order differential equations.
By retaining the degeneracy, the variational integrators obtained here are instead one-step methods, requiring only a single initial condition and preserving non-canonical symplectic structures in the original Hamiltonian phase space. We deem the new integrators "degenerate variational integrators" (DVIs) to emphasize the importance of this property. When variational integrators for degenerate Lagrangians have been studied in the past, degeneracy of the variational integrators was avoided [29] [30] [31] ; here we advocate degeneracy of the integrator as beneficial for the stable integration of degenerate Lagrangian systems. We provide a simple and helpful condition for checking whether a particular discretization is degenerate.
For the magnetic field line DVI, the only restriction used to obtain the desired degree of degeneracy is the choice of an electromagnetic gauge wherein one component of the magnetic vector potential is zero; the fields are otherwise arbitrary. For the guiding center DVI, one component of the magnetic vector potential is set to zero and it is further assumed that the same covariant component of the magnetic field is zero (in the chosen coordinates). Although many applications of interest do not satisfy this property, this simplification enabled the present progress en route to completing the general problem. In another publication 32 , this restriction is avoided through a re-definition of the guiding center coordinates. The new coordinates are "regularized", eliminating the large parallel velocity singularity from the guiding center equations. Simultaneously, the new coordinates enable construction of a guiding center DVI (using the techniques presented in this paper) without any restrictions beyond the existence of a non-vanishing toroidal component of the magnetic field, assumed for the regularizing transformation. For the scope of the present work, we emphasize the DVI technique and restrict attention to the conventional guiding center Lagrangian 1 subject to the aforementioned condition on the coordinates.
The structure of the manuscript is as follows. The challenges of variational integration of degenerate Lagrangian systems and the proposed solution are described in Section II.
To begin in a familiar setting, Section II A illustrates the procedure for canonical Hamiltonian systems, recovering a well-known symplectic integrator as a degenerate variational integrator. Section II B then reviews the non-canonical Hamiltonian description of magnetic field line flow and derives a DVI for these dynamics. In Section II C, a guiding center DVI is developed, and the tradeoffs relative to canonical symplectic integration 33 or projected variational integrators 34 are discussed. Section III numerically demonstrates the benefits of the non-canonical DVIs, including the elimination of the numerical instabilities present in previous variational integrators and superior qualitative behavior to commonly used RungeKutta schemes. Concluding remarks are presented in Section IV. Additionally, a brief introduction to differential geometry is presented in Appendix A to facilitate understanding of the notation used in the main sections, and Appendix B discusses Fermat's Principle as a simple example of a system with a degenerate Lagrangian.
II. DEGENERATE VARIATIONAL INTEGRATORS A. Canonical Hamiltonian Systems
To (i) demonstrate the need for and (ii) illustrate the development of degenerate variational integrators, we will begin in the familiar context of canonical Hamiltonian systems.
Although a plethora of well-established techniques exist for deriving symplectic integrators in canonical coordinates 7, 9, 24, [35] [36] [37] [38] , this subsection introduces the key terminology, issues, and methods to be employed in the non-canonical examples of interest. We will show that the familiar leapfrog integrator can be represented as a degenerate variational integrator.
We begin by reviewing the variational formulation of canonical Hamiltonian dynamics.
Consider a one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system described by a coordinate q, conjugate momentum p, and autonomous Hamiltonian H(q, p). One degree-of-freedom and an autonomous Hamiltonian are assumed for simplicity in this Subsection; the generalizations are straightforward and will be encountered in later subsections. The equations of motion may be derived from an action principle employing the following Lagrangian 39,40 :
Because this Lagrangian acts on points (q, p) in the Hamiltonian phase space, it is referred to as a "phase-space Lagrangian" 1,2 . Equation 1 is intimately related to the standard Legendre transform relationship between a Hamiltonian and a Lagrangian:
where p(q,q) is a function determined by invertingq = ∂H ∂p (q, p). Note that a phase-space description is retained in Eq. (1) by treating q and p as independent coordinates until the Euler-Lagrange equations inform us of their relationship.
To identify Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to this Lagrangian, consider a path (q(t), p(t)) for t ∈ [0, T ] and define an action S acting on the path (q, p) according to
Hamilton's principle of least action states that the true trajectory extremizes the action functional S. Varying the action with respect to the path (q, p), one obtains
where ,q denotes differentiation with respect to q, for example, and we have used integration by parts to obtain the result. Asserting that variations at the endpoints are zero 1 , the action is extremized by trajectories obeying the following Euler-Lagrange equations:
for all t in [0, T ]. The canonical phase-space Lagrangian Eq. (1) therefore allows one to derive Hamilton's equations (in canonical coordinates) as the Euler-Lagrange equations of an action principle formulated in phase space 40 .
The emergence of a system of first-order ODEs -rather than a system of second-order
ODEs -as Euler-Lagrange equations is one indication that the phase-space Lagrangian of Eq. (1) is degenerate. To address degeneracy in general, let z represent the generalized coordinates of the Lagrangian, L(z,ż). Here, z is chosen to generalize across the cases of interest for this manuscript; in the canonical setting
In general, degeneracy is a local property of the Lagrangian, but we will simplify the discussion by assuming the Lagrangian has a globally constant degree of degeneracy (which is true for all Lagrangians considered in this work). To understand the relationship between degeneracy and the order of the Euler-Lagrange system of equations, recall that the
Euler-Lagrange equations are in general or expanding the time derivative:
The final term reveals that one is able to uniquely solve forz(z,ż) if and only if the Lagrangian is non-degenerate, or regular. If the Hessian matrix
is not full rank, the order of the Euler-Lagrange ODE system will be reduced. Examining the phase-space Lagrangian Eq. (1), the Hessian
is completely zero, so no second-order time derivatives appear in Eq. (5) at all. Indeed, the intent of the phase-space Lagrangian is to recover a system of first-order ODEs. Contrast this with a ("configuration-space") Lagrangian of the form:
which is not degenerate and yields a (single) second-order Euler-Lagrange equation. For an interesting example of a degenerate Lagrangian that is not a phase-space Lagrangian, see
Fermat's principle in Appendix B.
An important property of Hamiltonian systems is that they preserve a symplectic structure 6,41 . In the canonical setting, this means that areas in the (q, p) Hamiltonian phasespace are preserved as they are evolved according to the flow of Hamilton's equations. This property may be rapidly verified using the phase-space action principle and tools from differential geometry, which are summarized in Appendix A. To do so, we consider the action in Eq. (4) restricted to act only on trajectories satisfying the Euler-Lagrange equations, Eq. (5). The restricted actionS can then be considered to be a function of the initial conditions, (q(0), p(0)), with the remainder of the path being determined by the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations. Taking an exterior derivative (see A), the integrand in Eq. (4) is zero, so only the boundary terms from the integration by parts remain:
where again (q(T ), p(T ) are determined by the initial conditions according to the EulerLagrange equations. We then take a second exterior derivative combined with the property that d 2 = 0 (a differential geometric analog of ∇ × ∇ = 0 and ∇ · ∇× = 0) to show dq ∧ dp| t=0 = dq ∧ dp| t=T .
That is, the solutions of Hamilton's equations preserve the "differential two-form" Ω = dq ∧ dp. As discussed in the Appendix, this two-form is a twice-covariant anti-symmetric
Canonical Hamiltonian systems preserve phase-space area. Given two vectors (v, w) at some initial point at time t = 0, the area they span is given by Ω(v, w). At a later time t = T , the vectors have evolved to (V, W ) at some other point in the (q, p) plane, but the area they span Ω(V, W ) remains constant. Because this is true for any v, w and any time T , this property is referred to as preserving the symplectic structure Ω. In multiple degrees of freedom, the sum of the areas in each of the q i , p i planes is preserved.
tensor that may be interpreted as calculating the area spanned by two vectors in the Hamiltonian phase-space. The fact that solutions to Hamilton's equations preserve this symplectic structure means that as two arbitrary vectors are evolved along the solution to Hamilton's equations, the area they span will remain constant; see Fig. 1 .
Turning now to the construction of numerical solutions to Eq. (5), it is desirable to choose a numerical method that also preserves these phase-space areas, i.e., a symplectic integrator.
Symplectic integrators generate trajectories that are nearby to some Hamiltonian system that converges to the original as the step size approaches zero (provided the method is consistent) 7, 8 . If the Hamiltonian of the continuous system is H(q, p), then a backward error analysis reveals that the numerical solution after one time step is the time-h solution to a
Hamiltonian system of the form:
where the power series in h is asymptotic 7 
where z = (q, p) T , z k denotes the numerical solution at time t k and the timestep size is h. The specific choice of discretization is plausible; one might choose such a time-centered discretization to obtain a time-centered (and therefore second-order accurate) algorithm.
The discrete action S d corresponding to this discrete Lagrangian is a summation over the time interval:
where the time interval [0, T ] has been divided into N increments of equal size h. This summation is clearly a discretized version of the integral in Eq. (3). A discrete analog of the Euler-Lagrange equations, dubbed the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations, is obtained by requiring the discrete action to be stationary with respect to variations in z k for all k = 1, ..., N − 1, so
Again asserting the variations are zero at the endpoints, the discrete action is extremized by discrete trajectories satisfying the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations:
for all k = 1, ..., N − 1. For the midpoint discrete Lagrangian in Eq. (13), the discrete
Euler-Lagrange equations are:
Immediately, we observe that something went awry during the discretization procedure.
Whereas the continuous equations of motion, Eq. (5), are a system of first-order differential equations, the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations above manifest a system of second-order difference schemes: to determine (q k+1 , p k+1 ), one must supply both (q k−1 , p k−1 ) and (q k , p k ).
Because of this discrepancy between the order of the continuous and discrete equations, Eq. (17) is referred to as a multistep method 42, 43 ; it is a two-step method for solving a system of first-order differential equations. This is not to be confused with multistage methods, such as Runge-Kutta schemes, which evaluate the ODE vector field at multiple intermediate stages of a timestep but do not require additional initial conditions. The particular multistep scheme obtained above is referred to as the "explicit midpoint scheme" 43 .
Because the explicit midpoint scheme is a higher-order difference system than the continuous equations it models, the numerical trajectory it generates contains additional modes not present in the continuum dynamics. These additional "parasitic" or "computational" modes 43, 44 have an interrelated, deleterious effect on the conservation properties of the variational integrator and the stability of the numerical trajectories it generates. Beginning with the conservation properties, the motivation for deriving an integrator from a discrete variational principle is to obtain an area-preserving result analogous to that of Eq. (11) 24 .
To analyze the conservation properties of the explicit midpoint scheme (17) 
where Eq. (A15)) identifies a symplectic structure preserved by the variational integrator: dq 1 ∧ dp 0 + dq 0 ∧ dp 1 = dq N −1 ∧ dp N + dq N ∧ dp N −1 ,
where the terms involving the Hamiltonian have become zero due to antisymmetry and the equivalence of mixed partial derivatives. Although this symplectic two-form resembles that of the continuous system (dq ∧ dp), it resides on a space twice as large as the original Hamiltonian phase space! The two-form in Eq. (11) and Fig. 1 is on a two-dimensional space (with coordinates (q, p)), whereas this two-form is on a four-dimensional space (with coordinates (q 0 , p 0 , q 1 , p 1 )). Because the multistep variational integrator preserves areas in a higher dimensional space, we cannot expect it to behave the same as familiar symplectic integrators;
that is, we cannot expect the numerical trajectory to be a solution to a Hamiltonian system of the form of Eq. (12) .
Although the multistep variational integrator does not preserve the correct areas, it remains possible at this stage of reasoning that the numerical method behaves quite well.
The presence of parasitic modes does not imply instability; there exist entire families of multistep schemes for which the modes are entirely well behaved (i.e., all parasitic modes are damped) 42, 44, 45 . Optimistically, one may hope that the rather unusual symplectic structure in Eq. (19) serves to restrict the behavior of the undesired modes. Unfortunately, such optimism is rapidly dissuaded by a numerical example. if one parasitic mode is damped, there exists another parasitic mode that is unstable and amplified in time. The best prospect is to eliminate the parasitic modes altogether.
Interestingly, it is not especially difficult to select a discretization of the phase-space
Lagrangian that eliminates the parasitic modes in the canonical setting. Instead of choosing the midpoint discretization of Eq. (13), consider the following discretization:
Proceeding to vary the discrete action S d of Eq. (14)
The discrete Euler-Lagrange equations for this system are then
In contrast to the first variational integrator, this algorithm is a one-step method, requiring only a single initial condition (q 0 , p 0 ). No parasitic modes can possibly be present because the order of the difference equations matches the order of the ODE system. This variational integrator is also well known; it is the first-order-accurate symplectic Euler scheme 46 . It may be solved by first applying Eq. (22b) to implicitly determine q k+1 , then applying Eq. (22a) to explicitly identify p k+1 . For separable Hamiltonian systems, i.e., Hamiltonians of the form
, this is the same as a leapfrog scheme if one instead interprets the momentum coordinates as "staggered": p k → p k+1/2 . This variational integrator may be shown to be symplectic by again appealing to the variational principle. Restricting attention to trajectories that satisfy the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations (22), the derivative of the restricted discrete action leaves only the boundary terms:
Taking a second exterior derivative recovers the desired result:
dq 0 ∧ dp 0 = dq N ∧ dp N .
This variational integrator therefore preserves the same symplectic two-form as the true Hamiltonian system; both the symplectic Euler scheme and the leapfrog advance are well known to be symplectic.
Although the parasitic modes have been eliminated, the preceding variational integrator is not centered in time and is only first-order accurate. It is of course desirable to achieve second-order accuracy, which could be approached in a number of ways. Choosing a timecentered discretization apparently introduces parasitic mode instabilities, as shown with the explicit midpoint method. An alternative route to time symmetrization is to alternate the time advance between a first-order scheme and its adjoint. The adjoint scheme results from transforming h → −h and swapping k and k + 1 in the discrete Lagrangian 24 :
The resulting variational integrator will be the other symplectic Euler scheme -the adjoint of the previous method, involving implicit determination of p k+1 followed by explicit identification of q k+1 47 . By alternating between the two symplectic Euler schemes, the composition is time symmetric and therefore second-order accurate. For this system, both of the symplectic Euler integrators used in the composition preserve the same (canonical) symplectic structure, so their composition also preserves the canonical symplectic structure and therefore exhibits the expected long-term numerical fidelity. Later we will encounter degenerate variational integrators that preserve different symplectic structures than their adjoint, so it will not be as clear what can be rigorously claimed about the conservation properties of such accuracy-enhancing compositions.
The most important lesson from these examples is that simply changing the choice of discrete Lagrangian recovered a system of first-order difference schemes, thereby eliminating the parasitic mode instabilities and preserving a symplectic two-form on the Hamiltonian phase space. The question inspired by these studies becomes: which discrete Lagrangians will yield one-step methods? This question has been addressed in detail in a recent doctoral thesis 27 , and in brief may be explained as a result of degeneracy in the discrete Lagrangian.
To examine degeneracy in the discrete setting, let us return to generalized coordinates z representing the arguments of the Lagrangian. A discrete Lagrangian typically depends on
Just like the continuous degeneracy condition, the degeneracy condition for a discrete Lagrangian may be understood as a solvability condition for the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations, Eq. (16). According to the implicit function theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for solving for z k+1 as a function of (z k , z k−1 ) is that the discrete Lagrangian is non-degenerate. That is, the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations are a well-defined system of second-order difference schemes if and only if the discrete Lagrangian is non-degenerate.
A cursory inspection of Eq. (16) might lead one to conclude that the discrete EulerLagrange equations do not specify any time advance if the discrete Lagrangian is degenerate.
However, the experiment yielding the symplectic Euler/leapfrog scheme proves that -much like the phase-space Lagrangian -degeneracy can correspond to a reduction in the order of the system of difference equations. In fact, the discrete degeneracy condition in Eq. (26) serves as a useful guide for discerning which Lagrangians will yield a multistep method from those that yield a reduced order system of difference equations. For example, the midpoint discrete Lagrangian Eq. (13) is not degenerate:
ensuring a system of second-order difference equations (Eq. (17)), which exceeded the order of the original differential equations (Eq. (5)). In contrast, the discrete Lagrangian in Eq. (20) , which yielded the symplectic Euler/leapfrog advance, is degenerate:
so the rank is one and the determinant is zero. This degeneracy indicates that the discrete
Euler-Lagrange equations cannot be a system of second-order difference equations; instead, we identified a one-step method.
In general, matching the order of the difference equations to the order of the differential equations requires the two systems to be degenerate to "the same degree". It is not sufficient to simply ensure that both the continuous and discrete Lagrangians are degenerate, but rather one must ensure the orders of the relevant systems of equations are the same. Indeed, one could imagine a phase-space Lagrangian for a two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system in which the degrees of freedom are uncoupled. One could then choose a discrete Lagrangian that is degenerate in one of the degrees of freedom and non-degenerate in the other. Although the overall discrete Lagrangian would be degenerate, it would not be degenerate enough to eliminate all of the parasitic modes. Let us then call a discrete Lagrangian that is degenerate and whose discrete Euler-Lagrange equations have the same order as the continuous system properly degenerate.
The condition for an arbitrary discrete Lagrangian to be properly degenerate is discussed in general in a recent thesis 27 . For the scope of this manuscript, wherein we are only interested in discretizing phase-space Lagrangians, we claim without proof that a discrete
Lagrangian is properly degenerate if the rank of the Hessian tensor in Eq. (26) equals the number of degrees of freedom. This condition will serve as a guide for detecting that the desired reduction in the order of the numerical system has taken place. In lieu of proving this order matching condition, we will show case-by-case that the presented integrators satisfy the condition, are one-step methods, and preserve symplectic structures on the Hamiltonian phase space. Note that it is not yet known how to systematically construct variational integrators satisfying the proper degeneracy condition, but the condition remains useful nonetheless for rapidly assessing whether a chosen discrete Lagrangian will yield a one-step method.
The ensuing subsections build upon the intuition established above, striving to develop variational integrators with the proper degree of degeneracy for the important applications of magnetic field line flow and guiding center trajectories. These two Hamiltonian systems also stem from phase-space Lagrangians, albeit in forms more general than the canonical phasespace Lagrangian. To see how these more general non-canonical phase-space Lagrangians might come about, consider an arbitrary coordinate transformation of the form
In this case, the phase-space Lagrangian becomes
Both the magnetic field line and guiding center Lagrangians are in the form of Eq. (29) . Indeed, such a "non-canonical coordinate transformation" illustrated above plays a central role in the derivation of Hamiltonian guiding center dynamics 1, 3 . For non-canonical phase-space Lagrangians, achieving a one-step (degenerate) variational integrator does not immediately follow from such a simple discretization as the one that yielded the symplectic-Euler integrator. However, the following sections will employ a combination of electromagnetic gauge transformations and assumptions on the coordinates to facilitate the desired result of one-step variational integrators in the non-canonical phase-space coordinates.
B. Magnetic Field Line DVI
Consider a time-independent magnetic vector potential A(x) and a corresponding magnetic field B = ∇ × A. (We may be interested in time-dependent fields, but would only consider a single instant in time when tracing field lines.) One can trace or "follow" magnetic field lines by solving the differential equation:
where τ parameterizes the distance along the field line from some initial condition x 0 . It is possible to obtain these equations -up to some path parameterization choices -from action principles in phase space 2 . As a starting point, consider the Lagrangian:
where the dot now denotes the derivative with respect to the path length variable τ . The
Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to this Lagrangian are given bẏ
These equations inform us that we cannot move perpendicular to magnetic field lines, but the rate of traversal along the field line is left ambiguous. This ambiguity is due to the fact that the action formed from the Lagrangian in Eq. (31) admits arbitrary reparameterizations of the time coordinate:
for any τ (τ ); the final expression makes it especially clear that the action does not depend on the parameterization of the path.
To resolve this parameterization ambiguity and to reveal the underlying Hamiltonian character of this problem, choose one of the spatial coordinates -say x 3 -to be the independent parameter. That is, we seek determination of the field line trajectory as given by the functions
. This parameterization will remain valid as long as the contravariant x 3 -component of B is not zero. Whenever this component of the magnetic field becomes zero, one may choose a new coordinate as the independent variable to "switch coordinate patches". Patching issues aside, the reparameterized Lagrangian becomes
where the "dot" now denotes the derivative with respect to x 3 . Now that the Lagrangian has two dynamical variables (rather than the three found in Eq. (31)), we may hope to find a Hamiltonian structure in the resulting equations. Indeed, this "magnetic field line
Lagrangian" may be recognized as a one-degree-of-freedom phase-space Lagrangian in noncanonical coordinates, i.e. a Lagrangian in the form of Eq. (29), where z = (
. The Euler-Lagrange equations for this phasespace Lagrangian give the non-canonical Hamilton's equations 2 :
Like all phase-space Lagrangians, which yield a system of first-order differential equations, the magnetic field line Lagrangian Eq. (33) is degenerate as defined in Eq. (6). The symplectic structure preserved by this non-canonical Hamiltonian system is given by
The conservation of this symplectic structure (and therefore flux preservation) may be derived using the phase-space variational principle in a manner exactly analogous to the derivation of Eq. (11). As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the physical interpretation of this property is that the B 3 magnetic flux will be preserved as areas are evolved along with the flow of the Hamiltonian system. Whereas canonical Hamiltonian systems preserve area in the (q, p)-plane, magnetic field line flow preserves the B 3 flux in the (
To construct a one-step variational integrator for this system, a properly degenerate discretization needs to be chosen for the magnetic field line Lagrangian Eq. (33) . Building upon the intuition developed in the canonical section, a reasonable first guess for a discretization that might yield a one-step method would be However, this does not yield a one-step method or a degenerate variational integrator for a general magnetic vector potential A. Checking the degeneracy condition for a discrete
Lagrangian (see Eq. (26)),
which is a full-rank, non-degenerate tensor for general A. If the discrete Lagrangian is not degenerate, then the variational integrator must be a two-step method and parasitic modes will be present; c.f. Section II A and the numerical demonstration in Section III. It is a straightforward exercise to calculate the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations for this discrete
Lagrangian and indeed find a system of two second-order difference equations.
The form of Eq. (37), however, motivates the introduction of the desired degeneracy using an electromagnetic gauge transformation. If we choose an electromagnetic gauge such that, e.g.,
then the discrete Lagrangian in Eq. (36) reduces to
which is degenerate:
This is a degenerate, rank-one tensor; as claimed in Sec. II A, when the rank of this tensor matches the number of degrees of freedom, the discrete Lagrangian is properly degenerate and the variational integrator will be a one-step method. To find such a one-step DVI, begin by varying the discrete action:
With zero variations at the endpoints, the discrete action is extremized by the following discrete Euler-Lagrange equations:
for k = 1, ..., N . Here we notice an interesting distinction from the symplectic Euler discrete
Euler-Lagrange equations in Eq. (22): the first of these equations contains evaluations at time t k−1 , t k , and t k+1 , giving the appearance of a multistep method. Guided by the degeneracy condition, however, we are confident that a reduction in order has taken place. In fact, one can formulate a one-step method from the above equations as follows: (i) Use Eq. (42a)
to determine x 
That is, we have obtained a one-step variational integrator for magnetic field line flow in the A 1 = 0 gauge. This update is valid provided A 2,1 = 0, which implies B 3 is non-zero, as previously assumed. Note that this one-step formulation generates trajectories that satisfy Eq. (42); we have merely re-arranged them into a one-step method.
It is interesting to note that one cannot express Eq. (43) as a direct differencing of the equations of motion Eq. (34). In particular, the variational integrator requires evaluations of the magnetic vector potential A, for example in the term A 2 (x k ), meaning the integrator is not gauge invariant (even among gauges satisfying A 1 = 0). By Taylor expanding A 2 (x k+1 )− A 2 (x k ), the gauge-dependent terms appear in the O(h 2 ) truncation error for this first-order method, and therefore any gauge-dependent effects will diminish as the numerical step size approaches zero. Although it is not necessarily desirable to require specification of a magnetic vector potential when numerically tracing field lines, such a gauge dependence is common among variational integrators for field-particle systems [10] [11] [12] 25 .
The symplectic structure preserved by this variational integrator may be calculated from the boundary terms in the discrete variational principle, i.e., the dx 
where we recall that x 1 is a function of x 0 according to the one-step discrete Euler-Lagrange equations, Eq. (43), so x 1 = F (x 0 ) and x N +1 actually denotes F N +1 (x 0 ). Taking a second exterior derivative and d 2 S d = 0 then obtains:
so F preserves a symplectic structure Ω d given by:
Comparing with Eq. (35), we see that the discrete symplectic structure Ω d is not exactly the same as the continuous symplectic structure Ω. They do agree, however, in the h → 0 limit: as the numerical step size h tends to zero, F becomes the identity map, so The degenerate variational integrator in Eq. (43) is first-order accurate; in order to recover a degenerate discrete Lagrangian, we did not choose a time-symmetric discretization. After obtaining the one-step method, it is desirable to increase its order of accuracy to secondorder. One approach would be to compose the DVI with its adjoint scheme, which can be derived by interchanging k and k + 1 in the discrete Lagrangian and mapping h → −h. The adjoint discrete Lagrangian to Eq. (39) is then
where the A 1 = 0 gauge is still assumed. The corresponding discrete Euler-Lagrange equations are the adjoint (c.f. the discussion surrounding Eq. (25)) of the previous magnetic field DVI, Eq. (43):
Second-order accuracy can certainly be achieved by composing the one-step integrator in Eq. (43) with the adjoint integrator in Eq. (48). If we label the first variational integrator using the map F and the latter with F † , then a second-order accurate method will be given by F † • F . An important question, however, is what symplectic structure, is preserved by the new, time-symmetric scheme.
Typically, symplectic integrators preserve the same symplectic structure as that of the continuous dynamics. In that case, the integrator and its adjoint both preserve the same symplectic structure and their composition is also symplectic, preserving the symplectic structure of the continuous system. Here, the symplectic structure preserved by F † is
i.e., it is not the same as the symplectic structure preserved by F , but also approaches Ω as h tends to zero. It is then unclear what symplectic structure, if any, might be preserved by the composition of the two maps. To ensure the conservation properties remain intact, it may be preferable to apply an accuracy-enhancing processing technique 48, 49 instead of the aforementioned composition scheme.
C. Guiding Center DVI
The final application for degenerate variational integrators is the ubiquitous guiding center system. The procedure for constructing a guiding center DVI will parallel that of the preceding sections, although a stronger restriction on the coordinates will be imposed than the electromagnetic gauge transformation employed in Section II B. Specifically, it will be assumed that the magnetic vector potential A and the magnetic field unit vector b share a common covariant component that is zero. In the formulation presented in this paper, this condition therefore places restrictions on the form of the magnetic field as represented by the chosen coordinates. In another publication 32 , the assumption on the magnetic field is relaxed, requiring only that the contravariant toroidal component of the field be non-
vanishing. Ref. 32 applies the DVI technique presented here to a re-formulated guiding center Lagrangian in which the ub term is replaced by a term proportional only to ∇φ,
where φ is the toroidal angle. For the scope of this contribution, we emphasize the DVI technique and restrict our attention to magnetic fields satisfying the A i = b i = 0 for some i.
The variational formulation of non-canonically Hamiltonian guiding center dynamics was famously given by Littlejohn 1 , who determined the following Lagrangian:
where u =ẋ · b is the parallel velocity, b is the magnetic field unit vector, and H gc is the guiding center Hamiltonian,
where µ is the (constant) magnetic moment of the particle and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. In both of these definitions, the fields have been assumed to be time independent for simplicity. Also, the vector potential A has been normalized by 
where indices appearing after a comma denote differentiation with respect to the corresponding coordinate. These equations contain: parallel motion along the magnetic field, the E × B drift, the ∇B drift, and the curvature drift. The polarization drift (relevant when time-dependent fields are considered) may be incorporated by including E × B velocity contributions in the definition of guiding center Lagrangian 3 .
As can be shown from the action principle in phase space, used to derive the symplectic structures in the canonical and magnetic field line settings, guiding center trajectories preserve the following symplectic structure: Turning now to the construction of a one-step degenerate variational integrator for Eq. (52), two assumptions will be made: First, one component of the magnetic vector potential A i will be chosen to be zero using the electromagnetic gauge freedom, as in Sec. II B.
Second, the same covariant component of the magnetic field unit vector b i will be assumed to be zero so that one component of A † is eliminated altogether. This condition is satisfi-able, at least with local coordinates; for instance, several of the procedures for constructing canonical coordinates for the guiding center system achieve this property as an intermediate step 16, 33, 51 . Note however that we will not transform to canonical coordinates when deriving this integrator. Proceeding with the assumption that, e.g., the first component of both A and b are zero yields a guiding center Lagrangian of the form
where z = (x, u) T .
In direct analogy with the discrete Lagrangian for the magnetic field line DVI, Eq. (39), let us choose the following discrete Lagrangian for the guiding center dynamics:
Minimizing the discrete action yields the following discrete Euler-Lagrange equations:
As in Section II B, it appears at first glance as if a multistep scheme has been obtained; the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations include variables evaluated at times t k−1 , t k , t k+1 . The
Hessian informs us, however, that the chosen discrete Lagrangian is indeed properly degenerate:
where all evaluations in the final term are at z k+1 . The Hessian therefore has rank two, which is equal to the number of degrees-of-freedom of the guiding center system so that the chosen discrete Lagrangian is properly degenerate. Because the discrete Lagrangian is degenerate, the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations in Eq. (56) cannot specify a two-step method; because it is properly degenerate, we claim (and proceed to demonstrate) that it is a one-step method. At this point, the necessity of the condition on A and b is apparent:
if they did not share a non-zero component, then the Hessian would have non-zero terms in the top row and would not have rank two. Furthermore, because A † has only two non-zero components, variables at time t k+1 only appear in two components of Eq. (56), which will allow us to reformulate the equations as a one-step method. This reformulation proceeds by: (i) advancing any equations lacking a z k+1 forward in time one index and (ii) replacing
k−1 in the apparently three-step equations as functions of variables at time t k . The resulting one-step formulation of Eq. (56) is
where, according to Eq. (56), ∆ is given by
where all fields are evaluated at (z k ).
Being variational in nature, the guiding center DVI preserves a symplectic two-form.
Restricting the discrete action to act only on trajectories generated by the one-step DVI, the derivative of the restricted discrete action is
where, letting F denote the one-step DVI advance (as in Eq. (45)), z k = F k (z 0 ). This equation is analogous to Eq. (44) for the magnetic field line problem and Eq. (23) for canonical systems. Taking a second exterior derivative identifies the symplectic structure preserved by the DVI to be
which is analogous to Eq. (46) in the magnetic field line problem. Because of the presence of the one-step map F in this symplectic two-form, it does not immediately resemble the symplectic two-form preserved by the continuous guiding center dynamics, Eq. (53), which may also be written:
with i = 1, 2, 3 and j = (1, 2, 3, 4) to account for z = (x, u). In this representation, it is more apparent that the guiding center DVI preserves a symplectic two-form that approaches the guiding center symplectic two-form in the zero stepsize limit. As h → 0, F approaches the identity map, so the symplectic two-form becomes:
i.e. lim h→0 Ω d = Ω gc .
As with the magnetic field line DVI, a natural improvement to the guiding center DVI would be to obtain second-order accuracy in time, for instance by achieving a time-centered algorithm. Care must be taken that such time centering neither ruins the degeneracy (i.e., makes the method multistep) nor loses the conservation properties. Previous guiding center variational integrators used time-centered discrete Lagrangians with such accuracy in mind 10, 11, 22, 23 . However, all of these methods were not properly degenerate and therefore multistep and unstable 26, 27 . Even with the assumption on the magnetic field used in this paper, previously attempted 11,22 time centered discretizations yield multistep methods. As discussed in Sections II B and II A, second-order accuracy can also be achieved by composing the above DVI with its adjoint, formed by interchanging z k ↔ z k+1 and mapping h → −h in the discrete Lagrangian. In the canonical setting, this approach succeeds at retaining the symplectic property in the composed map. Much like the magnetic field line problem, however, the adjoint guiding center DVI does not preserve the same symplectic structure as the presented DVI. Because it is then unclear what symplectic structure might be preserved by the composition of these two methods, it may be preferable to instead use an accuracyenhancing processing technique 48, 49 rather than a time symmetrization approach; for now, this remains as future work.
Of course, one way to achieve higher-order accuracy would be to use canonical guiding center coordinates 33, 51 ; many high-order canonical symplectic integration schemes are known 7,9,52 . In fact, it is trivial to identify canonical coordinates for the guiding center Lagrangian after assuming A 1 = b 1 = 0. Choosing
Eq. (54) becomes:
i.e., a canonical phase-space Lagrangian. The disadvantage to this approach is that the Hamiltonian is typically known as a function of (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , u) without an explicit representation in the canonical coordinates. Although the transformation to canonical coordinates is explicit, the inverse transformation to the non-canonical coordinates (in which the field functions are typically defined) requires an iterative scheme. These iterations incur computational expense; the DVI algorithm in non-canonical coordinates avoids these iterations and therefore has the prospect of being advantageous relative to canonical symplectic integration. 
III. NUMERICAL DEMONSTRATIONS
In this section, we demonstrate the long-term fidelity achieved by DVIs through their variational, structure preserving formulation. The instabilities inherent to previous variational integrators for these systems are shown to be eliminated. The benefits of the conservation properties are illustrated by showing that the DVIs capture the correct qualitative behavior of the Hamiltonian dynamics; a feature that is lost by non-conservative schemes even if they have high-order local accuracy.
The numerical examples in this section utilize tokamak magnetic geometry represented in toroidal coordinates (r, θ, φ), where r is the minor-radial position, θ the geometric poloidal angle, and φ the geometric toroidal angle. Two magnetic fields are considered: the axisymmetric magnetic field used in Ref. 11 , and the same field with an added resonant magnetic perturbation. The axisymmetric magnetic field is given by
where B 0 is the on-axis magnetic field magnitude, q 0 the on-axis safety factor, R 0 the major radius and e θ , e φ basis elements for contravariant vectors in toroidal coordinates (i.e., e θ , e φ are not unit vectors). This axisymmetric magnetic field may be derived from the magnetic vector potential
Note that A r = 0, as posited in the development of the magnetic field line and guiding center variational integrators. It is also the case that b r = 0 for these axisymmetric fields, so the guiding center DVI can be constructed in the (r, θ, φ) coordinates.
The second magnetic configuration applies resonant perturbations to the first vector
where A(r, θ, φ) is given by Eq. (67), and δ i is the size of the i'th perturbation with mode numbers m i and n i . This perturbation in the toroidal component of A incurs perturbations in the radial and poloidal components of the otherwise axisymmetric magnetic field in Eq. (66).
A. Magnetic Field Line Flow
First, the importance of proper degeneracy is emphasized by tracing field lines in the axisymmetric configuration using the degenerate variational integrator in Eq. (43) 
where A θ , A φ are defined according to Eq. (67). This is simply a gauge transformation of the original vector potential, intended to violate the condition that one component of the potential be zero. In these studies, we use B 0 = 1T, R 0 = 100cm, and q 0 = √ 2.
In Fig. 5 , a field line is traced using the DVI and the non-degenerate, multistep variational integrator. The trajectory generated by the multistep variational integrator is highly unstable; parasitic mode oscillations cause the even-and odd-indexed steps in the trajectory to diverge after just a few steps. Meanwhile, the DVI exhibits no such instability by virtue of being a one-step method. This fundamentally Hamiltonian behavior is readily identifiable in the trajectory calculated using the DVI. On the other hand, although the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) scheme possesses much less local error, all of the trajectories appear area-filling in the Poincaré section over long integrations. Note that the numerical step size was chosen to be small enough to avoid introducing numerically induced stochasticity 53 ; the DVI portrait appears similar even at smaller step sizes. In brief, the DVI algorithm preserves the Hamiltonian character of the dynamics and is therefore well suited for the generation of Poincaré sections.
To best illustrate the qualitative distinctions between the algorithms, this comparison was performed at equal numerical step size. Note, however, that the implicit DVI is several times more computationally expensive, per step, than the explicit RK4 scheme. An equal computational expense comparison, allowing RK4 to execute more steps of smaller size, would eventually reveal the same qualitative behavior but requires much longer simulations.
B. Guiding Center Trajectories
The non-canonical guiding center system bares many similarities to the non-canonical magnetic field line system. Here we show that the benefits demonstrated in the magnetic field line context carry over to the guiding center system.
Preceding this work, guiding center variational integrators have been multistep methods 10, 11, 22, 23 .
In certain configurations, the parasitic modes inherent to these methods can become unstable, leading to even-odd oscillations akin to those observed in Figs. 2 and 5. As an example of this behavior in the guiding center context, we first produce a guiding center trapped-particle "banana orbit" trajectory using the variational integrator developed in
Ref. 22 , which uses the discrete Lagrangian
Here, the parallel velocity coordinate u has been "staggered" in time with respect to the position coordinates. The staggering of this coordinate is made possible by the absence of its time derivative,u, in the Lagrangian. The motivation for such a staggering was to enhance the stability of the algorithm 22 , which we now understand to be related to the parasitic mode oscillations. Indeed, the algorithm was believed to be stable when first presented; the parasitic modes are difficult to detect for many configurations, depending on the electric and magnetic fields, the particle's initial condition, and the numerical step size. As evidenced by the left panel of Fig. 7 , however, parasitic modes remain present in this variational integrator and are unstable under certain conditions. The figure depicts a trapped particle "banana- These are the central points in the inset zoom. As time progresses, however, the even-and odd-indexed trajectories diverge, leading to the leftmost white and rightmost black markers, respectively. Soon after the depicted time, the nonlinear solve fails to converge due to the large amplitude of the parasitic mode oscillation.
The multistep variational integrator tested above requires supplying excess initial conditions and admits parasitic mode oscillations. Interestingly, the staggering of the parallel velocity coordinate introduces some of the desirable degeneracy in the discrete Lagrangian, albeit not enough to obtain a one-step method and eliminate all of the parasitic modes. The integrator specifies an update from (x k−1 , u k−1/2 , x k ) to (u k+1/2 , x k+1 ), so two position initial conditions are required but only one parallel velocity initial condition is required. From the perspective of a degeneracy calculation, this manifests as the Hessian matrix for the discrete Lagrangian in Eq. (70) having rank three. Although it is degenerate (full rank would be four), it is not properly degenerate, which would be rank two for the guiding center system.
In Section II C, we were able to construct a discrete Lagrangian with a rank two Hessian by using a non-centered time discretization and assuming that the magnetic vector potential and magnetic field unit vector had a common component that was everywhere zero. The axisymmetric magnetic field employed in this test case satisfies these assumptions. The properly degenerate discrete Lagrangian led to the DVI in Eq. (58). In the right panel of Fig. 7 , we evolve the trapped particle trajectory using said DVI under the same conditions as those used for the multistep variational integrator. The smooth trajectory is evidence that the parasitic modes have been completely eliminated. Because the DVI is a one-step method, no parasitic modes can be present.
Now that the stability of the guiding center DVI has been established, we turn to demonstrating its long-term fidelity imbued by its preservation of a non-canonical symplectic structure. In Fig. 8 , a passing particle trajectory is advanced using the DVI algorithm and RK4. Parameters for this study were chosen to correspond to a 3. errors accumulate in qualitatively different manners for the two schemes. The energy error for RK4 is unbounded and decreasing; meanwhile, the energy error for the DVI algorithm remains bounded indefinitely (with relatively large oscillations due to its first-order accuracy). Such behavior is indicative of the DVI preserving some energy function that differs from the true energy in a stepsize-dependent way (c.f. Eq. (12)). The differences between the schemes are also apparent in the evolution of the trajectory in the R − z plane: the DVI maintains a closed trajectory, whereas RK4 exhibits an increasingly distorted trajectory, eventually transitioning from a passing particle orbit to a trapped particle orbit. Such unphysical transitions in orbit characteristics are clearly undesirable when modeling energetic particle processes.
The preceding comparison was performed at equal numerical step size to highlight the qualitative distinctions in the trajectories generated by the respective algorithms. Which algorithm proves preferable for a specific application depends on many factors including:
the required accuracy, the numerical quantities of interest, the timescales of interest, and the relative computational expense of the two algorithms. Over sufficiently long times, the conservative algorithm will eventually out-perform the non-conservative algorithm, but the timescale for this may be longer than the timescale of interest for particular studies especially under equal computational expense comparisons; the implicit DVI advance is several times more expensive than the explicit RK4 advance on a per-step basis 27 , and the error of the RK4 scheme, being fourth-order accurate, decreases rapidly as the step size is reduced. Still, energetic particle processes often require long time integrations, and there is great interest in conservative algorithms for modeling these processes 10, 11, 22, 23, 49, 54, 55 . The conservative character of the DVI does not preclude the incorporation of dissipative dynamics, including collisional drag. It has been shown how to use a modified statement of the least action principle, known as a Lagrange-d'Alembert principle, to incorporate dissipative effects into the time advance 27 , in which case it remains important that all dissipation is due to physical effects rather than an unknown combination of physical and numerical dissipation.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a new technique for the symplectic integration of noncanonical Hamiltonian systems. The degenerate variational integrator method focuses on discretizing the phase-space action principles that play a prominent role in plasma physics.
We have shown that in order to capture the geometry of the dynamics -including the order of the dynamical system and the area-preserving symplectic flow -it is important that the variational discretization retain the degeneracy of the Lagrangian. Toward this end, we provided a simple means of checking for degeneracy based on a Hessian matrix of second-order derivatives.
For canonical Hamiltonian systems, the DVI technique can be used to derive the familiar leapfrog advance. For non-canonical applications of interest to plasma physics, the DVI technique enables the first one-step non-canonical symplectic integrators for magnetic field line flow and a class of guiding center trajectories. In both cases, an electromagnetic gauge is chosen to facilitate the degenerate discretization. For guiding center trajectories, an additional assumption about the orientation of the magnetic field is also assumed (an assumption relaxed in a related work 32 ). The numerical demonstrations presented here verify the new, non-canonical symplectic integrators capture the qualitative Hamiltonian behavior of the dynamics. Practical, equal-expense comparisons suggest it is favorable to use the guiding center DVI for energetic particle processes.
Prospects for future work persist in both developing advanced algorithms for modeling plasma systems and in the numerical analysis of variational integrators for degenerate Lagrangian systems. In terms of plasma physics algorithms, natural progressions of this work include achieving higher-order accuracy and adaptive time stepping. While pursuing higher-order accuracy, the care must be taken to retain the preservation of the non-canonical symplectic structure. Eventually, this particle-advance scheme and its decedents may be used in structure-preserving drift-and gyro-kinetic simulations, analogous to recent work in multisymplectic PIC simulations 12, 13, 56 . In terms of the numerical analysis of variational integrators, much remains to be explored for degenerate variational integrators. For instance, the non-canonical symplectic structures that converge to the continuous structure in the zero-step size limit are rather unique. Much of the analysis of canonical symplectic integrators assumes the algorithm preserves the same two-form; it will be valuable and Differential geometry and, in particular, the theory of differential forms, generalizes the operations of tensor calculus (including div, grad, curl) to higher dimensional spaces and to manifolds. Differential forms inhabit a central role in classical mechanics, illuminating relationships that would be tedious and opaque if they were to be expressed in more traditional tensor calculus notation. For a detailed discussion, the interested reader is directed to one of the many references on the subject, e.g. Refs. 6, 41, and 57. This appendix is intended to rapidly familiarize the reader with the basics of differential forms as employed in the text.
Consider an n-dimensional space R n with arbitrary (e.g., curvilinear) local coordinates z 1 , z 2 , ..., z n . At each point p in this space, there exists a collection of vectors tangent to the space at the point p. In physics parlance, these are referred to as "contravariant vectors"; in the language of differential geometry, they are deemed "tangent vectors". Basis elements for this vector space may be chosen to be variations of the position p with respect to the coordinate functions:
(e 1 , ..., e n ) = ( ∂p ∂z 1 , ..., ∂p ∂z n ).
For shorthand, the i-th basis element will hereafter be denoted ∂ ∂z i . So, any vector v tangent to the point p may be written with respect to this basis:
where Einstein summation convention over repeated sub-and super-scripted indices is implied.
Next, consider a smooth function f defined on this space with f (p) ∈ R for each p in the space. The differential of f , df , operates on tangent vectors to yield real numbers:
The differential of f acting on v is simply the directional derivative of f . Although the above operation was notated with "·", this differs from the vector dot product in that no metric tensor was required. Because df can be combined with vectors in such a manner, the dependence on the position p will no longer be explicitly notated, preferring to reserve the argument for vectors on which df might act, for instance df (v).
Notice that df (v) is a linear function on vectors v tangent to R n at p, so df must be a member of the dual of the space to which v is a member. In differential geometry, the dual of a vector is called a 1-form (as opposed to a covariant vector). The basis elements for 1-forms are simply the differentials of the coordinate functions
which may be confirmed using Eq. (A3) with f = z i and v chosen to have a single non-zero component v j = 1. The result is:
where the Kronecker delta δ i j is one if i = j and is otherwise zero. A general 1-form at some position p then takes the form
In this notation, one would write the one-form corresponding to df as
This expression is in agreement with the elementary calculus interpretation of d indicating an infinitesimal element; however, it is now laden with additional meaning through its relation to tangent vectors and some additional properties that we shall soon define. Note that although df is a one-form, not all one-forms are differentials of some function.
Equipped with tangent vectors and one-forms, the next level of complexity involves higher-degree tensors. Higher-rank tensors may be constructed from lower-rank tensors using the tensor product. For instance, if α and β are 1-forms, a twice-covariant tensor field is given by:
At each point p, α ⊗ β gives a bilinear function operating on pairs of tangent vectors to output a real number. For instance, if v, w are tangent vectors at p, then
where it is implied that α and β have been evaluated at p. Bilinearity of the tensor product of α and β follows from the linearity of each of the 1-forms individually.
Anti-symmetry appears in many tensor calculus operations, including cross products and Jacobian determinants. It appears so often that an anti-symmetric version of the tensor product is the central product operation used in differential geometry. The wedge product constructs twice-covariant anti-symmetric tensors according to:
A field identifying an anti-symmetric twice-covariant tensor at each position p in R is known as a 2-form. A prominent 2-form appearing in this manuscript is the canonical symplectic structure on R 2 -space with coordinates (q, p): Ω = dq ∧ dp.
At this point, we can verify that Ω determines the area spanned by two vectors at a particular , then dq ∧ dp(v, w) = dq ⊗ dp(v, w) − dp ⊗ dq(v, w) = dq(v) ⊗ dp(w) − dp(v) ⊗ dq(w)
The final expression is immediately recognizable as the area spanned by the vectors v and w.
The wedge product is closely related to the vector cross product, but is geometrically quite distinct. Whereas the cross product maps a pair of vectors into a vector, the wedge product maps a pair of 1-forms into a 2-form. Two-forms may be visualized as two-dimensional areas, often appearing as the integrands of surface integrals; the same cannot be said of vectors constructed using the cross product. Finally, whereas the cross product involves the metric tensor in curvilinear coordinates, no metric tensor is necessary for either the wedge product or to apply a 2-form to tangent vectors. For instance, with polar coordinates (r, θ),
even though dθ and 
then the exterior derivative of α is the (k + 1)-form dα = ∂a i 1 ...in ∂z j dz j ∧ dz
Here the summation is over the j index, but i 1 etc. are specific indices with no summation implied. As a simple example, the canonical symplectic structure may be recovered using the exterior derivative of a 1-form: Ω = d(qdp).
Perhaps the most important -and at first glance, mysterious -property of the exterior derivative for this manuscript is that d(dα) = 0 for any k−form α. This follows in a straightforward manner from the anti-symmetry of the wedge product and the equivalence of mixed partial derivatives. Demonstrating this claim in detail for a 1-form α:
where a i,j denotes ∂a i ∂z j . Taking a second exterior derivative then:
where the final equality follows from the equivalence of mixed partial derivatives. Applying d 2 to 1-forms therefore bears a strong resemblance to taking the curl of a gradient. The interested reader may extend the case to 2-forms and will be strongly reminded of a similar exercise taking the divergence of a curl. Unlike div, grad, and curl, no metric tensor elements appear in the exterior derivative operations. Also unlike div, grad, curl, the exterior derivative and wedge product operations extend straightforwardly beyond three dimensions.
For additional details on the relationship between differential geometry and vector calculus, consult the references 6,41,57 .
Appendix B: A degenerate Lagrangian -Fermat's principle
Degenerate Lagrangians appear in physics outside of phase-space Lagrangians. One insightful example is Fermat's principle.
Fermat's principle in two dimensions has rays with ds/dt = 1/n(x, y), where n(x, y) is the index of refraction, s is arclength and the speed of light equals unity. One minimizes T = n(x, y)ds = n(x, y) dx 2 + dy 2 .
Letting time t be the independent variable we have
This is a special case of geodesics, where one seeks to minimize the length T g = g ijẋ iẋj dt
with the metric tensor g. As in the magnetic field line problem discussed in Sec. II B, the action (T or T g ) is invariant under time reparameterization. This property also holds for geodesics.
The 
where λ x = n −1 ∂n/∂x and λ y = n −1 ∂n/∂y. The matrix here is proportional to the Hessian 
a fourth order system. This is expected, since L a is nondegenerate. These equations from the affine system are consistent with either equation of Eq. (B2) in the sense that combining these equations to formẏẍ−ẋÿ indeeds leads to Eq. (B2). These affine equations provide the path and the rate along the path, without needing to re-use ds/dt = 1/n(x, y). In fact, the Hamiltonian for T a has p x = n 2ẋ , p y = n 2ẏ and H = (p 2 x + p 2 y )/2n 2 = n(x, y) 2 (ẋ 2 +ẏ 2 ) /2, so dH/dt = 0 implies dL a /dt = 0, or ds/dt = 1/n(x, y).
